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EXTERIOR WASH-IN OIL
For oiled wood

For cleaning and care of oiled outdoor wood
surfaces, e.g. patios and garden furniture.
outdoor

3 in 1 oil soap

Cleans, oils and maintains wood surfaces
simultaneously. Helps postpone re-oiling.
cleaning

Increases resistance
resistance

APPLICATION AREA
Exterior Wash-in Oil is used for cleaning and care of oiled
outdoor surfaces, such as wooden patios and garden furniture.
It is a 3 in 1 product that cleans, oils and maintains wooden
surfaces at the same time.
RESULT
Exterior Wash-in Oil is a mild oil soap that adds extra oil to the
surface, penetrating the wood and providing additional protection for up to 6 weeks. Occasional use can postpone the
next proper re-oiling of the surface.

Adds extra oil to the surface and increases
the resistance of wood to wind and weather.
Extends the lifetime of the wood.

Product information
Coverage: 861-1076 sq. ft./L
Packaging: 1 L and 2.5 L

HOW TO...

...MAINTAIN OILED OUTDOOR WOOD
Tools
The oil soap is preferably applied with a soft brush or swabber.
Preparation
The surface must be free of grime, grease and growth (moss,
algae etc).
If the wood is very dirty with grime and green growth, we
recommend that the surface is cleaned with WOCA Exterior
Wood Cleaner before it is treated with Exterior Wash-in Oil.

Risk of self-ignition!
Any cloths that have been soaked in oil should be stored/
disposed of in sealed containers or incinerated due to risk of
self-ignition.

Maintenance and cleaning
For better results, retreat the surface every 4-6 weeks with Exterior
Wash-in Oil to retain the beautiful look of the wood and to postpone the next proper re-oiling.

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Mix Exterior Wash-in Oil with clean water in a mixture ratio
of 1:10.
Please note:
The oil soap will change from having an oily consistency,
to a milk-coloured, aqueous mixture.

2

Apply Exterior Wash-in Oil with a soft brush or swabber
and work the oil soap right into the wood.

3

Leave the mixture to stand for 10 minutes before rinsing off
excess oil soap with clean water.

4

Leave the surface to dry before use.

APPLY
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